
HOW DOES THE CATHERINE TATE SKETCH

The following characters appear in the comedy sketch series The Catherine Tate Show on BBC . Tate revealed in an
interview that these characters are based on people that she knows, but that they are not aware of this despite enjoying
the .

In series one she appears with massive lips, obviously having had injections of collagen. The actor who played
John's father in series 3 was changed for the Christmas Show, however he did play the role of the priest in the
church scene. The series gained strong viewing figures for BBC Two , ranging from 4. Paul and Sam appear in
the Christmas Special where three of Sam's friends from work go around to her house. When she makes an
appearance in the Queen Vic , Peggy finds herself getting increasingly frustrated with Lauren, who asks, "Are
you a Cockney? They all display similar behaviour to Paul and Sam, even doing the silent laugh. Her sketches
involve her going to a pub and meeting the head of the Doncaster Spinners, Geoff, played by Derren Litten ,
who tries to convince Bunty of her inappropriate behaviour to Bunty's disgust, saying about the nine-year-old
girl who had replaced her on the team "Does she know she'll be on the majorette scrap heap when she's thirty?
This prompts Georgie to shred it in the shredder that she had previously borrowed from Martin, before head
butting Lenny Henry and saying "That'll give you a red nose". While Ellen played by Ella Kenion is usually
keen to get on with her work, she is frequently disturbed by Kate Tate , who asks her to guess answers to
questions and when she answers wrongly she gets mad â€” however it is common that she will then get it right
and Tate will just say " The zooming is the same for both series two and three although Shelia Carter does not
appear in series three in the Christmas Special, Sheila is replaced by Geordie Georgie. He has also made a bet
to see whether Lauren would accept his marriage proposal and eventually was about to marry her until he left
her at the altar due to her terrible rendition of Celine Dion 's " My Heart Will Go On ", as featured in " Titanic
". Irene and Vernon[ edit ] Irene whose accent suggests that she is a lisping East Londoner of Maltese origins
and the ever silent Vernon often referred to as Vern; portrayed by Aschlin Ditta first appeared in series two.
Several sketches were interspersed throughout the Comic Relief programme, with guests such as the prime
minister at the time, Tony Blair see charity sketches for details. The camera zooms into her eye, then zooms
out of Nan's eye, where she is seen laughing. Trudy and Ivan[ edit ] Trudy and Ivan played by Hugh Sachs are
the owners of an extremely successful wig emporium which many well-known celebrities use. Series 3 [ edit ]
The third series started on 26 October and ran until 25 November  Jamie is a university student , but according
to Nan, is unemployed. The title of the sketch is a pun on the stereotype of the pretentious middle classes
having an Aga oven at home. In one sketch, Moo tortures her own dog when she sent an electric pulse through
her body in order to make her behave using a shock collar. She is also seen in labour, and the impression
"came out" in this sketch too. Mrs O'Reilly was referred to as Mrs Leary here too. She complains of whiplash ,
paints a child's face to look like a crash victim, says that her trick flower reminds her of the flowers tied to a
tree where the person died and claims that silver confetti reminds her of a shattered windscreen. No, dear. That
time, it is Michael who screams. Geordie Georgie[ edit ] A frequent petitioner, who constantly tries to get her
co-worker, Martin, to sponsor her charities with facts such as "Every 38 minutes Taylor by others. He dubs
himself as MC Perkins, who beatboxes , raps and spins decks and he also plays American football. After the
protest, it is revealed that a film is to be made of the "gingers" where Bonnie Langford will play Sandra. For
instance, in one episode, her colleague needs someone to practise tennis with, and Helen happily accepts to
assist her, implying that she can play tennis brilliantly. She always seems to get stuck in the middle of
Lauren's "am I bovvered" rant, even when she's trying to comfort her. Lauren, her best friend Liese Jackson
and her love interest Ryan Perkins are known as yobs. She and her children are disturbed when they take a
wrong turn and end up driving in Tottenham pronounced by them as "Totting-ham" , where they are
traumatised when they see the supermarket Iceland , when they notice that nobody is wearing brogues , and
when someone cleans their windscreen at the traffic lights, screaming over whether they will 'survive' the
incident. In a section of the show, which featured fans of McFly asking questions to the group, Lauren decides
to ask, "Why are you so rubbish? Third series only. Janice and Ray[ edit ] A culturally ignorant and
xenophobic Northern couple, introduced in series 2 and portrayed by Tate and either Derren Litten series 2 or
Nigel Betts series 3 respectively, who express their disgust at meals they have been presented with at
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restaurants , usually based on either perceived over-pricing or the exotic nature of the food. She then switches
back to complete politeness. In only one scene in series 2, Karen is shown holding a baby who is not the same
baby that appeared in series 1 using toy blocks with letters on them to tell the baby words beginning with the
letter on the block she holds up. When Martin offers some amount she invariably takes umbrage and berates
him with further details of the people she is trying to help. A Christmas show was aired on 20 December 
Joannie 'Nan' Taylor is a foul-mouthed grandmother who constantly swears at and criticises other people,
especially when they are not present, including her grandson Jamie Mathew Horne. A running gag in this
sketch is that, when Bunty leaves the pub, she plays a song on the jukebox which reflects her current feelings.
Another time the ball actually flies off the roulette board and she says "It would have probably been red". Not
drunk enough woman[ edit ] Claire, who makes only one appearance in series one, is a woman whose
boyfriend played by Bruce Mackinnon tries to get her to invite him indoors after a date, but she insists she
"just isn't drunk enough".


